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Franklin to speak at Graduation Today

By Kerry-Ann Hamilton
Corpus Christi, Texas

Atlanta Mayor Shirley Franklin will address Howard's keynote address for Howard University's 134th Commencement. The University will award over 2,500 students with undergraduate, graduate and doctoral degrees, and Franklin will receive a Doctor of Laws degree from Howard University.

Franklin became the city of Atlanta's first woman mayor as the first African American woman to be elected as a mayor in the South. She has served as a District of Law degree holder.

Faith discusses with freshmen the lack of housing on campus and how they should address the problem at the protest site planned.

Lack of Housing Worries Returning Students

By Lauren R. Anderson
Caseyville, South Carolina

The semester has started with hundreds of students staring at their roommates with nothing more than a cardboard box between them. The housing situation is a constant concern for all students and seems to be more frustrating each year.

The Hewett administration room for the 2002-2003 General Assembly meeting was unable to register, as the General Assembly has not met quorum for two meetings held in as many weeks.

The transitional process of the outgoing Howard University Student Association (HUSA) and the newly elected Awaken in the Legacy slate, the Legacy slate, which garnered 46 percent of the voter turnout, is facing a challenge as the University Student Assembly has not met quorum for two meetings held in as many weeks.

We are currently working on pragmatic (freshmen) Organization. We are waiting on our budget and staff approved by the University Student Assembly when they take office in the fall.

The budget proposal made available to the Hilltop of the time protected a grand total of $7.7 million. The items were subject to change. William Williamson, president-elect, contends that by "tuning in, tuning out, fast forwarding" programs, and "sticking with the basics," there will be no changes in the next year's budget.

The Chicago-based Accreditation Council for Education has withdrawn its accreditation for Howard University Hospital for medical programs.

For America and the global community.

The outstanding public service award recipient, Dr. John Lee, President of the Illinois Conference of the American Medical Association, received his degree from the University of Pennsylvania.

During the award presentation, the University will award over 2,500 students with undergraduate, graduate and doctoral degrees, and Franklin will receive a Doctor of Laws degree from Howard University.

Today thousands of Howard University students will embark on the next chapter of their lives as they participate in the annual commencement ceremonies. For the first time in the University's 134th history, the traditional process of the outgoing Howard University Student Association (HUSA) and the newly elected Awaken in the Legacy slate, which garnered 46 percent of the vote, is facing a challenge as the University Student Assembly has not met quorum for two meetings held in as many weeks.

Franklin will speak at today's commencement.

Howard Celebrates 134th Graduation Ceremony Today

The University will award over 2,500 students with undergraduate, graduate and doctoral degrees, and Franklin will receive a Doctor of Laws degree from Howard University.
By Janelle Still
Contributing Writer

and a time to reflect on what senior Halleemah Nash has spent at this university.

fashion merchandising
Compton, CA, to the lustrous Campus classrooms, books and learn­ing throughout the years the hardships I've experi­enced. Finally crossed the burning Blood Gang.

never escape. She found her brothers and sisters who are people have mothers, fathers, and long friends, connections I validated at the Administration to­desk and we will never go back. I had a problem with the Foreign Language Department and the foreign female professors that exist, another female is after her. After asking about the problem we cleared that.

"I had a lot of hats on any team this year, I found myself having more responsibilities than usual because the seniors were pushed into different positions," said Tiffany Williams, senior Political Science major from Atlanta, Ga. "I found myself forced into a leadership role.

"Things were different for Shaia Haywood, Freshmen, I felt like a strange, major from Charlotte, NC, but having Political Science major from San Diego, California had a good acade­mic school year but did not get along with some of her classmates.

"I had a problem with the Foreign Language Department that's all, but after asking about the problem we cleared that.

"It's been a hard year for me, but as far as academics and the students everybody was cool."

"Like Adelle, Bryant had a good year. Although she is good at math, she did have a problem with her embar­rassment fear.

"For seniors, the Howard experience for the greater part of the freshmen class agrees a year better than that white man with a college educa­tion:

"For her it was a breaking po­int. I had to get out of it, to so many, in a vari­ety of ways, for me, along the first to graduate from Howard University in

"But, Middleton's matricu­lation at How­ard was put on the cut. "I didn't gain any weight this year off from school in order to

"So for seniors, the Howard experience for the greater part of the freshmen class agrees a year better than that white man with a college educa­tion:

"But, Middleton's matricu­lation at How­ard was put on the cut. "I didn't gain any weight this year off from school in order to return in the fall."

"The 2001-2002 school year was a year, grades are de­emed as a period where every year is my year in 2001-2002 as the first year of col­lege. The key word in this year was the most crit­ical year, for Halleemah Nash, senior journalism major from Miami, Florida. Thought Howard was going to be so much, much more. Some friends she knew at Howard had her under the impression that college would be extremely diff­icult. But that wasn't the case."

"And maintained good grades throughout the entire four years, and looks forward for her en­dorsement from
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HUSA from page A1

... and the run-off was completed with a total of 1280 students voted.

Smith, the current student body president, who took office early in the year following the resignation of Co-Chairman,ilmington, who took over after several months of coordinator, Corey Wilcoxon's term, was pleased with election's results.

"We are happy about the vote turnout," Smith said. "Being the 4th election students were not as voted again, they were busy schedules, Wright said.

"The Legacy slate's candidate, is happy the process has finally come to an end. Our results with 46 percent is a result with which we are pleased with last election's results, said Smith.

The Akinchale slate asked Wright, "Will the Legacy slate support our slate?" Wright replied, "Wright, the Legacy slate's president candidate, is happy the process has finally come to an end. Our results with 46 percent is a result with which we are pleased with last election's results, said Smith.

The Akinchale slate asked Wright, "Will the Legacy slate support our slate?" Wright replied, "Wright, the Legacy slate's president candidate, is happy the process has finally come to an end. Our results with 46 percent is a result with which we are pleased with last election's results, said Smith.
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Police Investigate Fire Chief For Dishonest Conduct

By Thelma A. Woods

Almost a month after the Washington Post reported the existence of DC Fire Chief Few's academic resume, details of the investigation into his academic credentials have come to light. The Post has obtained a detailed report that outlines the findings of the investigation, including the specific actions that led to the investigation and the potential implications for Few's future in the role.

"Anaquasha -t anik," which means and produces its own exhibitions

Several DC residents, however, have also come forward with claims that Few's resume contained inaccuracies or omissions.

"The significance of the

The District's Fire Chief Ron Few is under investiga-

"On the record Few has sta-

"He said he should be fired; no one should have done that unless they were fully aware of this," said Lisa Bass, fire department spokesperson.

The Anacostia Museum is one of the only places in the city that is dedicated to showcasing the history and culture of African Americans.

The museum offers a selection of his carved and intricate pieces.

The program pays the difference of $2,500 to qualified students who are also eligible for federal financial aid. The program will be available for the next school year following passage of amendments to the original College Access Act.

By Beatrice Oyewu

The Office of Congressional Liaison (OCL) at the University of Maryland, College Park, in conjunction with the National Federation of the UNESCO Alliance of Black Students, and the Black College College Access Act, has announced that students who graduated prior to the 2003 budget.

The Denver Broncos average temperature during the regular season at their stadium is a high of 51°F and a low of 37°F, with an average precipitation of a half-inch. The Super Bowl has a much colder and colder is on probation or something about the issues surrounding him.

Who's Eligible for District Cash?

- Graduated from high school before July 1, 1998, and are enrolled in college in the spring of 2002. Some students have decided they want to defer college and get some working experience before going to college.

The program will be available for the next school year following passage of amendments to the original College Access Act.

- Numerous residents have come forward with claims that Few's resume contained inaccuracies or omissions.

Economical Boost DC, Bid for Super Bowl to Assist Recovery Efforts

Super Bowl XXXVIII will be the third Super Bowl hosted here in the state of Maryland, following Super Bowl XL in Detroit, Mich., in 2006, and Super Bowl XL in New Orleans, La., in 2003. The NFL league plans on spreading its wealth by showcasing the playing of some of the top teams and the best venues to assist communities in recovery efforts.

On the previous act, students who graduated prior to the 2007 original College Access Act were eligible for college tuition assistance. The program included $10,000 a year and a lifetime benefit—a result never achieved by any other student aid program.

The Denver Broncos averaged $2.5 million in revenue from the sale of tickets at the stadium in the 2001 season, and the team's average attendance was 65,427.

Several DC residents, however, have come forward with claims that Few's resume contained inaccuracies or omissions.

Surge in College Funding Likely for District Residents Norton's Bill Will Pay Up to $2,500 in Tuition to Any HBCU

The program will be available for the next school year following passage of amendments to the original College Access Act.

The program pays the difference of $2,500 to qualified students who are also eligible for federal financial aid. The program will be available for the next school year following passage of amendments to the original College Access Act.
Howard Plaza Towers
A Home Away From Home

The management and staff of Howard Plaza Towers would like to extend a big CONGRATULATIONS, to all Howard University May 2002 Graduates, especially those leaving our nest.

We have made every effort to make each resident as comfortable as possible. Residents have received dedicated and quality customer service from our Front Desk Attendants, the main focus of "respond and assist" the residents on their respective floors, of which many have gone beyond the call of duty.

Howard Plaza Towers is the most sought after on Campus housing dormitory. Not only are we just minutes away from campus but our customers, Howard University Students, have the privilege of having their own room equipped with a kitchenette and bathrooms. Our staff is made up of naturally AC/BC trained, well trained maintenance and porter staff and 24 hour front desk coverage.

Our slogan "A Home Away From Home" has been the driving force of our services to this powerful academic village. Under the guidance of our Program Special Events Coordinator, Robyn A. Douglas, Howard Plaza Towers has over the past year created numerous developmental programs geared to target specific issues, interests and importance.

After the September 11 tragedy, HPT worked hand in hand with the Howard University Counseling Services and the Howard University eighty-six transcript of purpose and student volunteers, to aid our students in their time of need.

As we prepare to return, there are a few things we would like to bring to your attention.

International Exhibitions

HPT Annual Cook Out

As in previous years we will be providing informational sessions on Airbnb. Programs such as HIV Testing conducted with "Helping Hands" on the Maryland/Howard University campus and Howard University Student Health Center.

HPT Volunteers

In order to carry out our programs, such as International Exhibitions, a cultural program featuring the arts and craft created by our residents and members of the surrounding community. Black History Month Celebrations; Games Nights; Aerobics classes; Rape Aggression Defense (RAD) - A Self Defense course conducted by HU Campus Police;

Internation Exhibitions

To improve on security we have implemented 24hr digital surveillance cameras and cameras are constantly monitored to maintain a safe and secure environment for our Security Check Points.

As we say goodbye in the residents who have made Howard Plaza Towers their home, we are ready and willing to welcome any HU scholar and provide them a supportive environment to the highest possible level.

BY LAUREN B. ANDERSON
Editor-in-Chief

Despite alleged incidents occurring on the school’s campus and around the city, the District’s head of St. Augustine Principals May Vie For Ward One Seat

A Home Away From Home

MUSEUM from page A4

The museum’s small art collection contains mostly paintings and prints. James Wells, John Robinson, Nelson Denson, and Len Swall are represented.

The museum’s important place to educate and comfort our children in our histories,” said John Smith, who attended the merchants with her sons.

The museum housed at 2500 Florida Ave. N.W. from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Admission is free to the public.

GRADS from Page A10

We have always been proud. We have not become more selective. We choose quality over quantity.” Stothers said.

And Epstein Walter, a senior accounting major, is one who is thinking seriously in postgraduate school. “I plan to complete my degree in June and then look into the possibility of returning here. I want to work in a field that I care about that pays well.”

Walker is up for, Howard’s MFA program for the fall. Camille Franklin, a senior at Howard University’s arts program, says student’s procrastination with the job market in mind is probably the reason for this.

Throughout the the fall, this has made the job search process more difficult. Students are usually very demanding. They want to be in a field that they really want to do.”

Franklin says that students need to talk to their parents about what they really want to do. “I think it’s important for students to talk to people in the field to find out what they really want to do. “I’m good at what I do. I’ve been here for so long. I think I’m good at this. So, I think I’m good at it.”
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WHAT KIND DOES IT BRING A B BACK
Drought Causes Problems Nationwide

By Amber Mobility

Nation's Water

Despite the recent rains, according to the Department of Environmental Protection, the drought is not over. As a result, the nation's water is still in jeopardy.

The heat was caused by a hot air mass that began moving south from the Midwest while cold air moved north. As a result, the nation's water supply is still threatened.

The best way to conserve water is to use less water when possible. This can be done by reducing the amount of water used for outdoor activities and by using water-saving appliances.

In addition, the nation's water supply is still at risk. The drought continues to affect many areas of the country, and the nation's water supply is still threatened.

Contact Amber Mobility, Nation's Water, for more information.

Airport Security Remains Major Concern

Nearly 100 Airport Workers Arrested last month

By Amber Mobility

New York City

The G4 tornado was the first of many to strike the region in recent weeks. As a result, the nation's airports are still at risk.

The nation's airports are still at risk due to the severe weather conditions. The tornadoes have caused widespread damage, and the nation's airports are still at risk.

The nation's airports are still at risk due to the severe weather conditions. The tornadoes have caused widespread damage, and the nation's airports are still at risk.

Contact Amber Mobility, New York City, for more information.
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Crisis in Colombia Continues After Years

By Derrick K. Night

Colin Powell Serves Us All

The day Colin Powell was appointed to the U.S. Secretary of State, he addressed the nation and the world from the East Room of the White House, saying, "This was to be our day. And I said, 'We have to make sure that we don't let this go by without us doing something to help."

Nearly four years after Colombian president Andres Pastrana took over, the peace negotiations between the government and the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) continue to falter. Peace talks, related drug traffic, and kidnapping of government officials and foreign nationals have stalled. Since 1999, the United States has grown Colombia more than $2 billion in military aid. However, the FARC has committed over 500 attacks in the last month alone.

The group has been a prime target for the Colombian government, particularly in the wake of the peace talks. The U.S. aims to take a strong stance against the FARC, but lacks the points necessary to effectively combat the group. Since Powell took office, the FARC has retained its hold on the political landscape, despite the government's efforts to dismantle it.

Violence is quickly becoming a way of life in Colombia. Violence accounts for two-thirds of all deaths among young Colombians according to Powell. The president of the United States' armed forces is under pressure to take decisive action against the FARC. Powell has promised to make a strong statement against the group, but the outcome is uncertain.

In the past, Powell has stated that he would not consider the use of military force as a solution to the problem. However, the FARC has shown no signs of retreating from its militant tactics. Powell's response will be closely watched as the conflict continues to escalate.

While Powell has faced criticism for his handling of the situation, the United States remains committed to working with Colombia to find a peaceful resolution.

Promiscuity Raises Concern About HIV in Africa

By Tiffany D. Jackson

Deep in the vast region of Kenya live a small village where a very promiscuous woman walks along the AIDS virus route quite openly. Not only does she have the AIDS virus, but several men in the village have also been infected by the virus.

Twenty-year-old Beatrice Akolo, dying of the life-threatening disease, is the latest to fall in line with the small group of Kenyan women who tell a story of how AIDS has swept through the community. The village has a reputation for sexual promiscuity, but it is not a way of life that any resident would ever want to adopt.

The village is a melting pot in a region where promiscuity is the norm. However, the residents of the village have managed to keep the virus at bay. They have managed to keep the virus from spreading, hoping to maintain its status as a way of life.

Beatrice Akolo died on the eve of the annual AIDS awareness campaign, leaving behind a legacy of how AIDS can affect any individual, no matter how promiscuous. Her death serves as a reminder of the importance of sexual education and the need to stop the spread of AIDS.

In the city where she lived, there are people who are still alive because of her actions. "The story of Beatrice Akolo is a lesson—a lesson of the dangers of promiscuity and the importance of sexual education," said Oliver West, director of the National AIDS Administration.

As the United States focuses on curbing the spread of AIDS, it is important to remember the importance of sexual education and the need to stop the spread of the disease. The United States continues to look forward to working with other countries to combat the spread of AIDS.

Lalistt rebels in the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia surrender the country.

"We have done a job of improving the public sector's health in accordance with the LIRA's demands," Powell told the United Nations.

However, many challenges remain. According to the World Health Organization, Colombia is poised for growth in the next several years, making continued support from the source 1999 recession. In 2000, the unemployment rate reached a record high of 5.5 percent.

Not only has Colombia's economy been in a slump, but of Colombia's leading industries, tourism, oil and coffee, face an uncertain future.

Colombia continues to look to the future to combat the spread of AIDS in the country.
**HEALTH & FITNESS**

**How to Get in Shape by the End of Summer**

By Eboni Held Contributing Writer

So you promised yourself that you would have an amazing body by the summer, but now you realize what an uphill battle you’re facing. Do you want to start your fitness program? No, you don’t! Not only are you too tired, but you’re also too stressed out. But now, you’re wondering if you can try to get your bodies in shape by the end of school? Everyone knows that exercising and eating right will keep you fit and healthy, but how do you get your bodies in shape without doing too much stress? There are people who do not like the strict food and exercise regimens. However, there are still healthy and fun ways to get your bodies in shape.

The first step is to start exercising regularly. According to Cosmopolitan magazine, exercise is the key to a healthy life. Exercise helps to burn calories, reduce stress, and improve your overall health.

**The Ins and Outs of Proper Skin Care**

By Takira Alexander Staff Writer

Now that summer is almost here, we need to start thinking about our skin. Not only will we be wearing less clothing, but we will also be spending more time outdoors.

For some, this is easier said than done. There are many factors that can affect our skin during the summer. For example, the sun’s rays can cause damage to the skin, leading to premature aging and skin cancer.

Why? Because each person’s skin is different, and each person’s skin reacts differently to sunlight.

In this article, we’ll take a look at the different types of skin and how they react to the sun. We’ll also discuss the steps you can take to protect your skin.

1. **Determine your skin type.**
2. **Wear sunscreen.**
3. **Drink plenty of water.**
4. **Eat a healthy diet.**

For more information on proper skin care, please see our article on page B11.

**Living with Summer Allergies**

By Reynollette Staff Writer

May 11, 2002 The Hilltop 11

Summer is the time for allergies to flare up. For many people, the season brings a host of problems, including sneezing, congestion, and watery eyes.

There are many different types of allergies, but one of the most common is pollen allergy. Pollen is a type of allergen that is found in the air, and it can cause a variety of symptoms, including:

- **Sneezing**
- **Runny nose**
- **Itchy eyes**
- **Wheezing**
- **Coughing**

**Identifying Diabetes Early**

By Reynollette Staff Writer

Currently, there are more than 20 million Americans who have Diabetes Mellitus (DM) and half of them do not even know it. Most college students are not aware of diabetes, even though they are at risk for the disease.

Walking backwards in the grass and eating the entire stalk of a celery stick are not ways to prevent diabetes. However, there are some things you can do to help prevent diabetes, such as:

- **Maintain a healthy weight.**
- **Get regular exercise.**
- **Eat a balanced diet.**

**See SKIN Page B11**

**See DIABETES Page B12**
CONGRATULATIONS!

THE DIVISION OF STUDENT AFFAIRS EXTENDS CONGRATULATIONS AND BEST WISHES TO ALL GRADUATING SENIORS AND THEIR FAMILIES AND OFFERS A VERY SPECIAL "THANK YOU" TO ALL, WHO SO EXCEPTIONALLY REPRESENTED THEIR FELLOW STUDENTS AND HOWARD UNIVERSITY AS:

- HONORS GRADUATES
- HONORS PROGRAMS MEMBERS
- STUDENT-ATHLETES, TEAM CAPTAINS & MVPs
- ELECTED STUDENT GOVERNMENT OFFICERS
- STUDENT TRUSTEES
- INTERNATIONAL PALS & CAMPUS PALS
- STUDENT ORGANIZATION OFFICERS & MEMBERS
- HONOR SOCIETIES OFFICERS & MEMBERS
- COMMUNITY SERVICE & CAMPUS VOLUNTEERS
- PUBLICATIONS EDITORS & STAFF
- STUDENT AMBASSADORS
- TEAM LEADERS, TUTORS & MENTORS
- RESIDENT ASSISTS., GRADUATE ASSISTS., & STUDENT ASSISTS
- CHEERLEADERS, BAND MEMBERS, BISONETTES
- UNIVERSITY & COLLEGE COMMITTEE CHAIRS & MEMBERS
- TEACHING ASSISTANTS
- CHOIRS & JAZZ ENSEMBLE
- ORIENTATION ASSISTANTS
- INTERNS, EXTERNs & FELLOWS
- COMPUTER LAB & TEACHING ASSISTANTS
- ATHLETIC TRAINERS AND TEAM MANAGERS
- DEBATE, MOOT COURT & CAMPUS CHALLENGE COMPETITORS
- PRE-ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
- CHAPEL ASSISTANTS
- INTRAMURALS AND CLUB TEAMS
- STUDENT JUDICIARY COMMITTEE MEMBERS
- ALL STUDENT EMPLOYEES
- WHO'S WHO AwarDEES
- AND
- MANY, MANY OTHER AWARD WINNERS

IN ADDITION, THE DIVISION OF STUDENT AFFAIRS THANKS ALL STAFF AND FACULTY FOR THE ASSISTANCE AND SUPPORT THEY HAVE GIVEN TO ALL OF TODAY'S GRADUATES TO HELP MAKE THEIR ACCOMPLISHMENTS POSSIBLE.

DIVISION OF STUDENT AFFAIRS  MAY 11, 2002
ANDREA GARDNER GOES 'PRO'

Howard Center Selected to Play for WNBA's Utah Starzz

By Chama Bryant

The average Howard University student, graduating this spring, will undergo the rigors of college in the hopes of landing a solid job offer post-graduation. However, Andrea Gardner, a senior basketball player for the Bison, has been selected to play for the WNBA's Utah Starzz.

Gardner, a 5'11" guard, was a key player on the Bison's men's basketball team last year. She averaged 10 points and 5 rebounds per game, earning herself a spot on the MEAC All-Conference Team. Gardner's selection to the WNBA is a testament to her hard work and dedication to the sport.

Gardner's journey to the WNBA began in her freshman year when she became a starter for the Bison. She continued to excel in her sophomore and junior years, earning herself a spot on the MEAC All-Conference Team both years. Her performance on the court earned her a place on the MEAC All-Tournament Team in her senior year.

Gardner's selection to the WNBA is a huge accomplishment for her and for Howard University. It is a testament to the quality of education and athletics offered at Howard University. Gardner's success is a testament to the hard work and dedication that she and her teammates put into their sport.

Gardner is excited about the opportunity to play in the WNBA. "I'm just so happy to be representing Howard University on the court," she said. "I've worked so hard to get to this point, and I can't wait to see what the future holds."
The General Elections Committee would like to thank the following for volunteering during the Fourth and Final Election:

The Ladies of Delta Sigma Theta Inc. Alpha Chapter: The Secret Police

The Prospects of the APO

The HUSA Staff

The College of Arts and Sciences Student Council Staff

UGSA members Cameron Trimble, Anita Barksdale, Nichole Kirtley, Larry Brown, and David Trotter

School of Divinity VP Tommy Lee Gilbert

Site Coordinators and Volunteers: Adam, Alex, Jessica, Junius, Jonathan, Natasha, Lauren, Tiffany, Ricky, Yuva, and Rita.

The office of Dining services: Thanks for working on such short notice

Facilities management of Blackburn: For all the moving and setting up.

The Awakening Slate and Legacy Slate: Thank you for all the time and investments that you have put into this election.

All others who volunteered time to run booths, scratch names, or police on Election Day.

Special Thanks To:
Khalfani Walker, The Best and Latest Campaign Manager: Thanks for all of the Advice

Erica Hubbard, The Co-Co-Co-Co-Chair of General Elections: Without your help elections would have never gone as smooth as it did.
How to be ‘Suit’able for the Workplace

By Felicia Daniel

Career advisor

How many days have you spent out of the office due to being sick, a meeting, or the need to run some errands? I’ve had my fair share of these situations, and I’m sure you can relate. It is so much easier to look and feel your best when you are in the office. How can you be prepared for these situations while still looking and feeling your best? Let’s talk about corporate attire.

The corporate world has changed drastically in recent years. Business casual dress is becoming more and more acceptable in the workplace. However, there is still a place for formal attire. In some industries, such as finance and law, formal attire is still required. But in most industries, a balance between formal and business casual attire is acceptable.

When dressing for the workplace, it is important to consider the type of business you are working in. For example, in an advertising agency, a more casual attire may be acceptable. But in a law firm, formal attire is still required. It is also important to consider the industry you are working in. For example, in the tech industry, a more casual attire may be acceptable. But in the finance industry, formal attire is still required.

The key to dressing for the workplace is to be prepared. Keep some formal attire in your closet in case you need it. And keep some business casual attire in your closet in case you need it.

For more tips on dressing for the workplace, check out this book by fashion expert, Suzy Menkes. She offers some great tips on how to look and feel your best in the workplace.

It’s important to remember that dressing for the workplace is not just about looking good. It’s also about feeling good. When you look good, you feel good. And when you feel good, you perform better. So it’s important to take the time to look and feel your best.

End of article

Contact Felicia Daniel at feliciadaniel@yourwebsite.com.

A Freshman’s Perspective

Courtney Wade

It’s different world, than what I thought. I always thought college was a place where you could relax and have fun. Well, I was wrong. Attending college as a freshman is a lot of work. Your time is spent between classes, studying, and social activities. But it’s all worth it.

I’ve learned a lot about myself this year. I’ve learned that I’m not perfect. I’ve learned that I make mistakes. I’ve learned that I need to work on my time management skills. I’ve learned that I can’t do everything at once. I’ve learned that I need to prioritize my tasks. I’ve learned that I need to be responsible.

I’ve also learned a lot about my college. I’ve learned that it’s not just a place to get a degree. It’s a place to learn life skills. I’ve learned that it’s a place to meet new people. I’ve learned that it’s a place to have fun.

I’ve learned a lot about my major. I’ve learned that it’s not just a subject to study. It’s a way of life. I’ve learned that it’s a way to make a difference in the world. I’ve learned that it’s a way to make a living.

I’ve learned a lot about my life. I’ve learned that I need to be more grateful. I’ve learned that I need to be more patient. I’ve learned that I need to be more confident. I’ve learned that I need to be more kind. I’ve learned that I need to be more generous.

I’ve learned a lot about my faith. I’ve learned that it’s not just a belief. It’s a way of life. I’ve learned that it’s a way to find peace. I’ve learned that it’s a way to find purpose.

I’ve learned a lot about my future. I’ve learned that it’s not just a destination. It’s a journey. I’ve learned that it’s a journey that I need to enjoy. I’ve learned that it’s a journey that I need to be prepared for.

I’ve learned a lot about my family. I’ve learned that they are my biggest support. I’ve learned that they are my biggest cheerleaders. I’ve learned that they are my biggest critics.

I’ve learned a lot about my friends. I’ve learned that they are my biggest friends. I’ve learned that they are my biggest allies. I’ve learned that they are my biggest competitors.

I’ve learned a lot about my enemies. I’ve learned that they are my biggest competitors. I’ve learned that they are my biggest critics. I’ve learned that they are my biggest supporters.

I’ve learned a lot about my teachers. I’ve learned that they are my biggest mentors. I’ve learned that they are my biggest role models. I’ve learned that they are my biggest supporters.

I’ve learned a lot about my students. I’ve learned that they are my biggest competitors. I’ve learned that they are my biggest supporters. I’ve learned that they are my biggest friends.

I’ve learned a lot about my community. I’ve learned that it’s a place to give back. I’ve learned that it’s a place to make a difference. I’ve learned that it’s a place to find support.

I’ve learned a lot about my country. I’ve learned that it’s a place to find strength. I’ve learned that it’s a place to find inspiration. I’ve learned that it’s a place to find hope.

I’ve learned a lot about my world. I’ve learned that it’s a place to find peace. I’ve learned that it’s a place to find purpose. I’ve learned that it’s a place to find meaning.

I’ve learned a lot about my universe. I’ve learned that it’s a place to find mystery. I’ve learned that it’s a place to find wonder. I’ve learned that it’s a place to find joy.

I’ve learned a lot about myself. I’ve learned that I’m capable. I’ve learned that I’m strong. I’ve learned that I’m resilient. I’ve learned that I’m worthy. I’ve learned that I’m loved.

I’ve learned a lot about my college, my major, my life, my faith, my future, my family, my friends, my enemies, my teachers, my students, my community, my country, my world, my universe, and myself.
Music Review: What to Look for Throughout the Summer

By Jozen Cummings

LIFE & STYLE

Spring is almost done, which means the time has come for summer. With the arrival of spring, people everywhere look for something new - whether that's a new hobby, a new vacation, a new relationship, or new outfit. However, summer seems to be the best time of the year to display all the latest trends. To add to the fun, there's something equally essential to the people of summer - music.

Coming into what is known as the second quarter in the music industry, many artists and experts have their fingers crossed to making fresh new music for their fans and listeners. The following is a list of artists slated to release new albums in the coming months. Due to most releases dates constantly changing, no specific dates will be listed. Instead each month will list artists slated to drop during the month.

May

Lauryn Hill: After a three-year hiatus, Ms. Hill finally releases her sophomore effort. The album features all new music performed by Lauryn and her guitar.

June

Big Tymerz: The Canadian duo, Master Peace and Dwayne "Toby" Williams, will release the new album "Greatest Hits and Misses." The shopping mall, featuring a variety of guests, is finally set to come out.

Lauryn Hill's acoustic sophomore album off MTV's Unplugged hit the charts earlier this week.

Kesel G. Rapp: The Legendary MC will finally release his long awaited coming album titled The Quimica Black Credits. In the album release the song "My Life" as well as a surprise collaboration with rapper A$AP Rocky.

Filmmaker Squad: Rasta Vastus is set to re-release his album Instant Vintage. The album will feature fellow native MCs such as "Toula," the current single "Too" should be here" and August Alsina. Also look out for appearances by former TLC member T-Boz.

July

Norwegian Ekno who brought the word "grime" to the forefront of every peninsula tongue is finally set to be included in his new set The Def Jef. His third album entitled Def Jef's Favorite will feature powerful production from The Rippers as well as great appearances from his right hand man Dymo Max.

August

The Notorious B.I.G.: Yet another posthumous release from the slain hip hop lyrical. Expect nothing groundbreaking as the album will be nothing more than the greatest hits (i.e. the late Greatest Hits), with possibly a few unreleased tracks.

The rip off train from Minnie is sure to close out the summer with a bang after the release her sophomore effort Diamond Princess. Collaborations are definitely in the works for "Biggie" as well as hip hop artists Fabolous and Missy "Hustla" Elliott.

Plurals Munch: The man who was telling everybody on the dance floor in 1995 to "Shake the P.P.I.P." is going to be coming back with his second untitled album. This time around, he'll be using traditional debt Internal Affairs. Expect collaborations with artists from the Rainstar label such as Missy Elliot and Telli Banks.

Credit Cards: Will They Ruin Your Life and Your Credit?

By Alphaya Cobe Life Style

Credit cards are necessary. Jump onto campus and you are sure to find a bunch of people buying something with a credit card. So what's the problem? According to Federal Reserve regulations, most consumers fail to read the fine print on the back of this credit card. Credit is a powerful tool, and when it is used improperly, it can lead to unmanageable debts.

"I received my first credit card when I was 18," said Mr. Walter, a Junior International Business major. "I didn't realize how high the interest was on the card, and then I started buying more things just paying off interest rates and accumulated credit card debt.

Information is the key to controlling your credit. Every card comes with a CreditCard.com website. Click on the website and you will be taken to the Federal Reserve web page. The page is full of information about how to use your credit card wisely. Search for "tips and tricks" on the web page you will be directed to.

Credit cards do not give you free money. In fact, you pay more than you actually spent because of interest rates and other fees. Every year students make some very popular mistakes - overspending, over buying, and buying things they don't need. You can always save hundreds of dollars by: shirring going on shopping sprees, ordering pizza, or buying all the lines without giving it a second thought. When making sets, they have no way to pay the bill. You should budget your credit card usage wisely. If you do this, you will not be charged late fees, go over your limit, or buy something you just don't need.

Do not let unpaid interest swell you up - the higher your balance, the more interest you will pay. Most people believe that paying off your credit card debt in one year is a good idea. Don't do it. If you are in debt for a long time, it will cut down on your income and make it harder to get credit in the future. More payments at low interest rates before it is too late. In the end, you know it will be too late. If people continue to pay off their monthly payments, it is the least amount of your balance that you can pay off you the interest rate.

Your debt level will go up if you are in debt for a long time. More payments at low interest rates before it is too late. If people continue to pay off their monthly payments, it is the least amount of your balance that you can pay off you the interest rate.

Your debt level will go up if you are in debt for a long time. More payments at low interest rates before it is too late. If people continue to pay off their monthly payments, it is the least amount of your balance that you can pay off you the interest rate.

Your debt level will go up if you are in debt for a long time. More payments at low interest rates before it is too late. If people continue to pay off their monthly payments, it is the least amount of your balance that you can pay off you the interest rate.
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE FOLLOWING
367 FULL-TIME UNDERGRADUATES
WHO EARNED THE PERFECT
4.0 GRADE POINT AVERAGE DURING THE
FALL 2001 SEMESTER.

Join with the Howard University family - students, staff, and faculty - in celebrating their success!

Keith G. Smith
Natasha G. Smith
Peter I. Smith
Diama A. Solauna
Darielle E. Spencer
King F. Stautzel
Shane S. Street
Karl T. Stribbe
Charlie M. Tate
Dorothy R. Suggs
Dorothy K. Sutphen
Charlie D. Talbot
Adelphina L. Taylor
Gordon L. Taylor
Veness B. Taylor
Adrian T. Thomas
Sybil A. Thomas
Tang A. Thomas
Asha M. Thompson
Danielle D. Thompkins
Terence R. Thompson
Bennett S. Trump
David L. Trotter
Alpheld C. Tucker
John A. Turner III
Tiffany T. Turner
Christopher Vanghele
Emmatica M. Venric
Vernella Vickerman
Cynthia K. Wade
Sherry R. Wade
Natalie R. Walford
Wanlassa L. Wallwi
Brian A. Walker
Susan E. Wallace
Alcino R. Wallace
Moses E. Wallace
Gary A. Warrner
Andrea C. Watkins
April S. Wells
Shanell C. Wells
Trish N. White
Alana N. Whitney
Niumbs W. Wilder
Amanda C. Williams
Janeelle A. Williams
Lauren R. Williams
Lauren T. Williams
Shemekia C. Williams
Shemel J. Williams
Joy R. Williams-Dyke
Egan G. Williams-Tall
April J. Wilson
Vanessa J. Wilson
Antonia M. Winston
Karnish C. Wood
Kia M. Wood
Ashanti W. Woods
Sandia J. Wopljen
Brian T. Woomen
Ester M. Zummitz
On Behalf of the Office of Dean for Student Life and Activities
which includes Blackburn University Center, Student Activities, and
International Student Services

CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL OF YOU
CLASS of 2002

We Love You and Keep In Touch

CONGRATULATIONS TO THESE
GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL STUDENTS
WHO EARNED THE 4.0 GPA INFALL 2001

Join with the Howard University family - students, staff, and faculty -
in celebrating their success!

HU
HOWARD UNIVERSITY
LET'S ALL WALK TOGETHER

Congratulations graduates! Four long years of waiting in lines, test-taking, papers, and late-night study sessions have finally paid off. Each of us has endured the trials of academia, and we have survived.

The class of 2002 is now ready to attend its graduation ceremony. This is an important event in our lives, as it marks the end of our formal education and the beginning of our careers.

Our graduation ceremony is scheduled for May only. It is a tradition for Howard University to hold the commencement ceremony in May.

However, while a graduation ceremony is important, it is not the only event that occurs in May. There are other events taking place during this time.

Could Howard University Hospital Become the Next D.C. General Hospital?

A recent Washington Post article, "Howard U. Medical Problems Under Fire," reported that the hospital might lose its accreditation in June after Howard inquired about the hospital's performance.

The hospital has been under fire for several years, and its accreditation is now in question. If the hospital loses its accreditation, it will be unable to operate.

Howard University Hospital is the largest Black collegiate newspaper in the nation. With a readership of more than 10,000, The Hilltop is a publication that serves the African American community in Washington, D.C.
Lies, Sex and Video Tape: An R. Kelly Story

The highly anticipated interview with R. Kelly finally happened with Ed Gordon of BET on Wednesday and Thursday. In a two-part interview the acclaimed musical genius opened up about a tape with an underage teen and his thoughts on the controversy surrounding him.

"I am not a monster that is guilty and is in need of help," R. Kelly said. "I am not a mean person, or a harsh judge or the lies he spewed to television viewers." His silence was proving to be deadly as fans thought he was trying to give the appearance of a guilty man. His words were unclear and evasive, and they're sadly mistaken.

"People out there have a tape of me and they're saying it's me," says he. "Now just has many other views. It's not easy being a journalist and finding both artist usually sell more music when an artist is accused of sexual assault, especially when the investigation is in progress and the artist is still performing at the peak of their career.

Now, I don't get me wrong. I am not being judgmental because I do believe that the problem that we need to help is the young girls affected, and we need to help them. Hopefully there are no knives along with it, it can be a horrifying and ugly experience. People have told me, "Oh what they were doing was not me," but even still R. Kelly is not a monster.

"I'm very concerned with my career, but most of all I am concerned with my life," said R. Kelly when asked how he felt about the situation. "I have nothing to hide." Ed Gordon did a job well done with the interview. I was ready to attack him and told my friends if he didn't ask the "tough questions". However, in some ways I would have liked a little more, but I must think about now, more than his career.

His latest effort, a collaboration with hip hop star Jay-Z was a commercial flop considering both artists usually sell million, while this one sold a poorer single. "Jay-Z is probably being halted or wanting to kick R. Kelly at this time... we are just discussing. Finding pleasure in urinating on young girls and having them perform sexual acts is just disgusting."\

Girls who have been scarred for life and will never be the same? What about those young girls.

---

Thelisha A. Woods
The Hilltop

"Congratulations Graduates!!"
Join one of the fastest growing investment banks in the world

UBS Warburg will be hosting Summer Receptions for rising seniors interested in a career in investment banking. We welcome all those with a passion for finance to come and meet our representatives.

If you will be in the New York area this summer and would like information regarding our Summer Receptions, please send your resume along with your summer contact information to:

UBS Warburg
Corporate Finance
Analyst Recruiting
email: sh-ibanalyst@ubsw.com

UBS Warburg
Equities and Fixed Income
Analyst Recruiting
email: sh-estanalyst@ubsw.com

To find out more about UBS Warburg, please visit our website: www.ubswarburg.com
Tanci said, "I hope..."

Sanders said, "I was already identified because..."

accreditation problems. In equivalent of probation. If the oversight committee and bring officials said they are reorganizing programs have been placed on probation.
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The Hilltop
ANNOUNCEMENTS

AKE Quander Memorial Scholarships

Four Howard University Students were awarded a total of $10,000.00 in scholarships for the 2002 - 2003 academic year. Thomas Dimow, a junior, received $3000.00, Bernard Holloway, Sophomore received $3000.00, Kendell Thompson, a Sophomore, received $3000.00 and Robin Fuller, a Sophomore is to receive $3000.00 which went to assist her in the studies abroad.

Congratulations to the award recipients!
The Alpha Kappa Alpha Nellie M. Quander Memorial Scholarship is awarded to Howard University Students who are junior or senior undergraduates during a respective academic year. The students must have demonstrated academic excellence, (3.0 cumulative G.P.A. or better) and a commitment to public and community service. The scholarship is funded through support from the Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc., Alpha Chapter Howard University Alumnae.

COME JOIN THE ACTION!!!
The RNC is looking for dedicated workers at our Capitol Hill headquarters on nationwide member contact efforts for the 2002 Campaign.

FLEXIBLE SCHEDULING.

METRO ACCESS.

CALL 202 / 863-8577

FLEXIBLE SCHEDULING.

METRO ACCESS.

CALL 202 / 863-8577

EOE

How do the media affect policy formation and society at large? Come find out as a research assistant on one of several projects looking at news and entertainment media.

Research assistants are paid part-time positions working 20+ hrs/wk, $8.50/hr. Basic computer skills necessary and training in one of science research methods useful. We will train on specifics. Near Foggy Bottom.

Great job for students!

If you are a detail oriented person interested in the media, send resume to Center for Media and Public Affairs, 2101 N. Street, N.W., Suite 700, Washington, DC 20037 or Fax 202-377-6814.

AMAT RENT

HOUSE TO SHARE ON CAPITOL HILL

near Union Station $350.00 per month. Ten minutes from main campus by metro.

Contact Mr. Fowler

422-514-4955

PERSONALS

Congratulations SISTAR!!!

We wish you back in Memphis. We'll see you at convention in August!!

Love Bethel 7B (OES, SRA)

and your illustrious line sisters

Lauren, Jeslyn and April.

A New Era

It started as a dream...now it's a reality. Prepare yourself for a new era. The Hilltop. Every Tuesday and every Friday.

The 2002/2003 Hilltop staff is pictured as follows: (Top left to right) Cory Howard; Copy Editor, Jezzen Cummings; Life & Styles Editor, Kerry-Ann Hamilton; Campus Editor, Akeisha Anderson; Campus Editor, Derick Nayo; Nation & World Editor, Denyse Kirkpatrick; Special Projects Manager, Kendra Rankin; Copy Editor, Amber Mobley; Nation & World Editor, Maryane James; Business Editor, (Bottom from left) Leesha Davis; Health & Fitness Editor, Alexis Golden; Managing Editor, Olaineke Bello; Business Manager, Lauren Anderson; Editor-in-Chief, Brakkton Booker; Managing Editor, Elena Bergeron; Sports Editor, Reynollette Elienns; Health & Fitness Staff Writer. (Not pictured): Jazelle Bellavance; Photo Editor, Alysha Coob; Life & Styles Editor, Allison Gentry; Copy Chief, Antljuan Jackson; Illustrator.

Amat

"If my mind can conceive it, and my heart can believe it, I know I can achieve it." Jesse Jackson

Congratulation Baby, you conceived it, believed it, and you certainly ACHIEVED IT!!

May Allah continue to Bless you!!

Love your illustrious life sisters

Love,

Dad, Mom, Tamara & Tamiko

BRAKKTON - You are a soldier. Thank you so much.

-EIC